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What is coevolution?
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Antagonistic coevolution: Reciprocal changes in populations triggered by 
selection caused by the other population. In host - parasite systems hosts 
evolve to reduce the (expected) damage caused by parasites, while 
parasites evolve to maximize their fitness by exploiting their host. Genes 
coevolve not species!

Co-speciation: Co-speciation describes the congruence between the 
phylogenetic trees of two clades. Genomes coevolve! (thus, any gene can be 
used to test for it!)

There are other forms of coevolution (diffuse coevolution, intra-genomic 
coevolution, cyto-nuclear coevolution, male-female coevolution, …), but 
they are not discussed in this lecture.  

Assumes 

specific 

interactions



- genetic diversity at genes related to immune function or resistance (MHC, R-genes) 
- sexual selection based on the Hamilton-Zuk hypothesis

- high rates of amino-acid replacements in disease loci
- genetic recombination (and sexual reproduction)

- spatial divergence and local adaptation
- extreme traits of offence and defence

- multiple mating in social insects
- host and parasite specialisation

- restriction enzymes in bacteria
- host and parasite speciation 

- RNA interference (RNAi) 
- autumn colours of trees

- hypervariability loci
- Batesian mimicry

- parasite virulence 
- polyploidy 

...

Host – parasite coevolution has been suggested to underlay
a large number of well known phenomena. 



Co-cladogenesis/ co-speciation

Criteria for strict co-speciation:

• Similarity in topology (black and blue in fig.)
• Co-speciation events of both clades coincide 

co-speciation events



Co-cladogenesis/ co-speciation

(from: R. Page 2003)

parasite
host

Co-speciation Host switch Independent speciation

Extinction “missing the boat” Failure to speciate



Examples for co-cladogenesis/ co-speciation:
Pocket gophers and chewing lice



Phylogenetic trees for pelecaniform birds (left) and Pectinopygus lice (right) with lines connecting coexisting hosts and parasites. 
The pelecaniform tree is the maximum parsimony topology inferred from the combined sequences of COI, ATPase, and 12S rRNA
with MP bootstrap beside the circled node label; the Pectinopygus tree is the maximum parsimony based on the combined COI, 12S 
rRNA, 16S rRNA, EF1-α, and wingless sequences. The bootstrap support is shown below the branch. (from Hughes et al. 2006)

Examples for co-cladogenesis/ 
co-speciation

parasitehost



(from Jousselin et al. 
2009)

Extreme co-speciation:
Aphids and Buchnera

host mutualist



Examples of long term co-speciation
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Features associated with systems with
long-term co-cladogenesis



Summary of co-cladogenesis/ co-speciation 

• Divergence of host lineages (speciation and population divergence) can lead to 
divergence of their associated parasite and mutualist lineages.

• Very strict and clear examples of co-speciation are mainly known from host-
mutualist systems. Host-parasite system show sometimes co-speciation, but 
tree-topologies rarely match perfectly. No ancient host-parasite co-speciation 
case is known. For mutualist co-speciation can go back several 100 million years 
(record: > 500 Mya in a marine flatworm – bacterium system).

• Long-term strict co-speciation has severe consequences for hosts and 
mutualists. 

• Co-speciation is mostly associated with vertical transmission. In cases of long 
term co-speciation, vertical transmission is usually perfect. 



Antagonistic coevolution
by reciprocal selection

– Selective sweeps

– Time lagged negative frequency dependent 

selection (Red Queen dynamics)
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Coevolution by selective sweeps

What is a selective sweep?
A variant is under strong selection and increases in the population until it replaces 
the wild type. Variants may come about by mutation, immigration, recombination 
and horizontal gene flow. Alternatively variants were always present, but the 
environment changed and gave an existing variant an advantage.   
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Allele-frequency change under 
directional selection favoring a 
dominant advantageous allele (5% 
fitness advantage).
At time = 0, the allele frequency 
was 0.001 (0.1%). It takes about 100 
generations before the mutants 
reaches about 10%.Time (generations)        
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Coevolution by selective sweeps

Allele frequency changes driven 
by a series of selective sweeps 
derived from novel mutations (or 
gene flow). At any given time 
there may be a polymorphism, 
however, the polymorphism is 
transient.  Selection is directional 
and evolution is not different from 
normal adaptive evolution. 
Genetic changes accumulate in 
both populations. 

Three loci are shown here for the 
host and the parasite. Sel. sweep 
coevol. may involve many 
different loci.  



Coevolution by selective sweeps

Predictions:

- Slow form of coevolution. It takes time until new mutations spread.

- Mutations can occur in any gene in the genome. Thus, many targets of selection.

- Genetic polymorphisms are transient.

- In asexual populations “clonal interference” limits the rate of evolution.

- In sexual populations, multiple mutations may spread at the same time.

- Selection differentials of mutants can be very small to large. 

Selective sweep coevolution is the likely explanation for the majority of 

macro-coevolutionary patterns seen in nature.  



Coevolution by negative frequency dependent selection

The matching allele model (MAM): Hosts and parasites interact at specific loci. If a host variant (e.g. H is 
common, the corresponding parasite variants (P) will increase in frequency and the alternative variant will 
decline (p decreases). This will cause selection against H in favour of h. This will cause selection for p, because 
it can infect hosts with the h variant. An endless cycle may emerge. The parasite is said to track the 
corresponding host types.  

Parasite alleles

P p

Host 
alleles

H compatible, C
(infection)

incompatible, I
(resistance)

h incompatible, I
(resistance

compatible, C
(infection)



Coevolution by negative frequency dependent selection

Antagonists coevolve based on standing genetic variation. 

Time (host generations)

Host allele, H
Parasite allele, P
For both antagonists 
only one of the two 

allele is shown.

This is sometimes called Red Queen dynamics.



Coevolution by negative frequency dependent selection

T 
im

 e
Ancestral populations

A host mutant (h, dark blue) arises that is 
resistant to the light red parasite. 

A parasite mutant (p, dark red) arises 
that is able to infect the dark blue hosts.

In the host and the parasite population 
two variants are maintained by 
balancing selection. 

A light blue host variant, H, is infected 
by a light red parasite variant, P. 

Over time, alleles may be replaced by 
other variants, but in both species the 
functional polymorphism remains 
(there is in both species always a light 
and a dark form of the variants).

Host
population

Parasite
population 

P

h

H

p
H P

Parasite alleles

P, P’ p, p’

H,H’ compatible
(infection)

incompatible
(resistance)

h,h’ incompatible
(resistance

compatible
(infection)

h’H’ p’P’



Coevolution by negative 
frequency dependent selection
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Coevolution by negative frequency dependent selection

Assumptions:
• Inverse fitness relationship. What is good for the 

host is bad for the parasite.
• Parasites are specific to host alleles/ genotypes 

and host resistance is specific to parasite 
alleles/genotypes.

• Strong constraints on the genetics of resistance 
and infectivity. Few loci with strong effects.

Consequences:
• At any moment a genetic polymorphism is 

maintained. -> no super genotype!
• There is a time lag between host and parasite 

dynamics.
• Allele frequency changes are very rapid.
• Local populations will diverge quickly. Source: Lively, C., internet



1976



Matching-
genotypes 

model (MGM) 

SCIENCE VOL 304    
2004

Gene-for-gene 
(GFG) 

Quantitative trait model 
(QTM)

Additive matching-
allele

model (AMAM)

Multiplicative 
matching-

alleles model 
(MMAM) 

Different versions of 
genetic interactions 
matrices shown for 2 
haploid host loci and 
2 haploid parasite 
loci (4 genotypes for 
each species, see 
central panel).

I – infection (= compatible)
R – Resistance (incompatib.)
P – Partial resistance 



Microevolutionary processes and their role in coevolution

Process Expected change in 
allele frequency

This process is 
important for

Contribution to coevolution

Selection Very slow to very 
fast

adaptation Important for nfds and sel-sw. 
Unclear role for co-speciation.

Genetic Drift Fast in very small 
populations

neutral evolution 
(divergence)

Important for co-speciation.

bottlenecks
(extreme drift)

Fast neutral evolution, 
fixation of 
deleterious alleles

Unclear. May play a role for co-
speciation.

Gene flow Slow to fast maintaining genetic 
diversity

Helps to spread alleles when 
followed by sel-sweeps.
Introduces rare alleles (nfds)

Mutation Very slow novelty Drives sel-sweep coevolution.
Introduces rare alleles (nfds)

24
nfds: negative frequency dependent selection, sel-sw: selective sweeps, co-spec.: co-speciation



Evidence for coevolution
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There is lots of circumstantial evidence for coevolution in the wide 
sense, i.e. reciprocal adaptation of hosts to parasites and vice 
versa.

Local adaptation of parasites to host is often regarded as evidence 
for coevolution. 

We have relatively little direct evidence for coevolution and even 
less evidence in relation to the mechanisms at work.  

Coevolution is a very active research field. 



Infection of barley
varieties carrying the

mildew resistance
genotype Mla12

plotted against the
relative area in the

UK planted with
these varieties

between 1967 and 1983.
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“rapid host parasite co-evolution”
Barley infected with mildew



Time lagged negative
frequency dependent selection



Negative frequency dependent selection
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Evidence for 
coevolution

Papkou et al. PNAS 2019

Exp. evolution of C. elegans
nematods with bacteria reveals 
coevolutionary dynamics. 
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Evidence for coevolution

Papkou et al. PNAS 2019



Evidence for coevolution
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Selective sweeps or negative freq. dependent selection?

Time shift experiments 
allow us to make 

predictions

Host

Pa
ra

si
te
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parasite fixed–
host changing 
design

host fixed–
parasite changing 

design

Gaba & Ebert 2008

Time shift 
experiments



Time shift 
experiments
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contemporary

past

future

Predictions for time shift experiments with a 
host fixed–parasite changing design. 

a) Negative frequency dependent selection

b) Selective sweep coevolution
contem

porary

past future



Selective sweep coevolution
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The host: Pseudomonas fluorescens

Bacteria – phage populations

The parasite: DNA phage, SBW25phi2

Buckling and Rainey, 2002



Selective sweep coevolution
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Mean of all populations

Example of
one population

Buckling and Rainey, Proc Roy Soc.B

Past
Contemporary
Future

host fixed–parasite changing design
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Selective sweep coevolution

Buckling and Rainey, Proc Roy Soc.B

each line is 
one replicate

Average resistance (a) and infectivity (b) to antagonists isolated at multiple time points.

Average phage infectivity to bacteria 

Average bacteria resistance to phage



Photo by Jon Sweetman

Negative frequency dependent selection
Example: Daphnia magna and Pasteuria

Daphnia and Pasteuria
produce long lasting 

resting stage.
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Photo by Jon Sweetman

Future
Contemporary
Past

Negative frequency dependent selection

host fixed–parasite changing design



Photo by Jon Sweetman
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Time shift
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Photo by Jon Sweetman



Red Queen dynamics maintain genetic diversity

P. ramosa

Parasite
isolate

A B C D E F G H I

A 89 11 11 0
B 83 89 61 11 56 50 16
C 0 78 94 55 0 0 50
D 0 89 94 50 0 0 61
E 0 78 83 39 0 0 39
F 0 78 0 0 56 33 0
G 33 78 11 0 67 44 0
H 0 67 83 22 0 0
I 89 89

83
89
33
28
28
0
44
22
1000 0 0 0 0

78 170

16

Percentage
infected

94
89
61
67
55
0
44
39
100

Daphnia magna clone

Host: P < 0.001     Parasite: P < 0.001       H * P: P < 0.001



Pasteuria genotype

Host genotype C1 C19

AA   or  Aa Resistance Susceptibility

aa Susceptibility Resistance

Red Queen dynamics maintain genetic diversity

Bento et al. 2017, 2020
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Evidence for coevolution

Papkou et al. PNAS 2019



„Selective sweeps“ versus 
„negative frequency dependent selection“

• evolution of genetic recombination
(“parasite hypothesis for sex”)

• sexual selection (“Hamilton-Zuk”)
• (co-) evolution of virulence
• maintenance of genetic diversity
• evolution of multiple mating
• outcrossing (versus selfing)

• evolution of drug resistance
• evolution of pesticide resistance
• evolution of virulence
• evolution of RNAi, CRISPR
• evolution of mutators 

and hypermutability
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Consequences of coevolution

- genetic diversity at genes related to immune function or resistance (MHC, R-genes) 
- sexual selection based on the Hamilton-Zuk hypothesis

- high rates of amino-acid replacements in disease loci
- genetic recombination (and sexual reproduction)

- spatial divergence and local adaptation
- extreme traits of offence and defence

- multiple mating in social insects
- host and parasite specialisation

- restriction enzymes in bacteria
- host and parasite speciation 

- RNA interference (RNAi) 
- autumn colours of trees

- hypervariability loci
- Batesian mimicry

- parasite virulence 
- polyploidy 

...



Low genetic diversity predisposes to disease



Low genetic diversity predisposes to disease

48Baer & Schmid-Hempel, Nature

Genetic diversity
High Low



Low genetic diversity predisposes to disease
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Host 
Genetic 
diversity

Parasite 
prevalence

low

high

Microsporidian parasite



Genetic diversity at genes related to immune function or resistance 
The case of MHC
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HLA class I diversity is illustrated by the prevalence of nine HLA-B molecules in eight selected 
populations. For simplicity, HLA class I alleles are shown by two digits only.



Coevolution by negative frequency dependent selection

T 
im

 e

Ancestral populations

A host mutant (dark blue) arises that 
is resistant to the light red parasite. 

A parasite mutant (dark red) arises 
that is able to infect the dark blue 
hosts.

In the host and the parasite population 
two variants are maintained by 
balancing selection. 

A light blue host variant is infected by a 
light red parasite variant. 

Over time, alleles may be replaced by 
other variants, but in both species the 
functional polymorphism remains 
(there is in both species always a light 
and a dark form of the variants).

Host
population

Parasite
population 



Balancing selection 
and spatial structure
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Longterm balancing selection and trans-species polymorphisms

Trans-species 
polymorphism provides 

evidence for the long term 
maintenance of genetic 

polymorphisms

Alleles cluster by function, 
not by phylogeny. 



Host trans-species polymorphism

(Wang & Mitchell-Olds 2017, Genome Biology)
(Wu et al. 2017, Genome Biology)

Capsella
rubella

Arabidopsis
Thaliana
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Genetic diversity at genes related to immune function or resistance 

Primate species tree (left) and DQA1 promoter region gene tree (right)

Loisel et al. PNAS



Typical fade of alleles in a phylogenetic tree 
without balancing selection

56Homo Pan Gorilla



The case of MHC
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Ancient polymorphism and functional variation in the primate MHC-DQA1 5ʹ cis-regulatory region 
(Loisel et al. PNAS)

Precise regulation of MHC gene expression is critical to vertebrate immune surveillance and response. 
Polymorphisms in the 5ʹ proximal promoter region of the human class II gene HLA-DQA1 have been 
shown to influence its transcriptional regulation and may contribute to the pathogenesis of 
autoimmune diseases. We investigated the evolutionary history of this cis-regulatory region by 
sequencing the DQA1 5ʹ proximal promoter region in eight nonhuman primate species. We observed 
unexpectedly high levels of sequence variation and multiple strong signatures of balancing selection in 
this region. Specifically, the considerable DQA1 promoter region diversity was characterized by 
abundant shared (or trans-species) polymorphism and a pronounced lack of fixed differences between 
species. The majority of transcription factor binding sites in the DQA1 promoter region were 
polymorphic within species, and these binding site polymorphisms were commonly shared among 
multiple species despite evidence for negative selection eliminating a significant fraction of binding site 
mutations. We assessed the functional consequences of intraspecific promoter region diversity using a 
cell line-based reporter assay and detected significant differences among baboon DQA1 promoter 
haplotypes in their ability to drive transcription in vitro. The functional differentiation of baboon 
promoter haplotypes, together with the significant deviations from neutral sequence evolution, 
suggests a role for balancing selection in the evolution of DQA1 transcriptional regulation in primates. 



Cogenomics
Genome to genome approach
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Genome-to-genome analysis highlights the effect of the human 
innate and adaptive immune systems on the hepatitis C virus
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Human-to-HCV genome-wide 
association study in 542 patients. The 
lower arc shows the human autosomes 
from chromosomes 1 to 22, and the 
upper arc shows the HCV proteome 
from the core protein (C) to NS5B. The 
red line represents the most significant 
association (P < 2 × 10−11). The four 
blue lines represent suggestive 
associations (P < 4 × 10−9). The thin 
gray lines represent associations with P 
< 10−5. The outer mini-panels 
represent, on the upper arc, the viral 
diversity as measured by Shannon 
entropy and, on the lower arc, the 
density of human SNPs in bins of 1 Mb, 
with higher values further away from 
the center for both the upper and 
lower arcs. 

Ansari et al. Nature genetics 2017

Virus genome

Host (human)
genome
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